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  1. Where is cardamom native to?

India and Indonesia

Lebanon and India

Syria and Turkey

2. Which country is the biggest producer and exporter of cardamom?

India

Tanzania

Guatemala

3. Where does cardamom stand in the sequence of the world's most expensive spices?

First

Second

Third

4. When was cardamom introduced to Guatemala?

1924

1914

1934

5. How many tonnes of cardamom does India produce each year?

10,000

20,000
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15,000

6. Who distinguished the two types of cardamom?

Aristotle

Theophrastus

Chymes

7. Which species does true or green cardamom come from?

Elettaria ensal

Elettaria cardamomum

Amomum subulatum

8. In which of the following countries black cardamom is not cultivated?

Bhutan

Nepal

Colombia

9. Where is cardamom used as a traditional flavoring in coffee and tea?

Middle East

Africa

Eastern Europe

10. What is the name of the traditional Korean cold drink made with honey, sandalwood, plums and
cardamom?

Soju

Jeho-tang

Bokbunja ju
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Right answers

  1. Where is cardamom native to?
  India and Indonesia
  2. Which country is the biggest producer and exporter of cardamom?
  Guatemala
  3. Where does cardamom stand in the sequence of the world's most expensive spices?
  Third
  4. When was cardamom introduced to Guatemala?
  1914
  5. How many tonnes of cardamom does India produce each year?
  15,000
  6. Who distinguished the two types of cardamom?
  Theophrastus
  7. Which species does true or green cardamom come from?
  Elettaria cardamomum
  8. In which of the following countries black cardamom is not cultivated?
  Colombia
  9. Where is cardamom used as a traditional flavoring in coffee and tea?
  Middle East
  10. What is the name of the traditional Korean cold drink made with honey, sandalwood, plums and
cardamom?
  Jeho-tang
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